The efficiency of a modal substructuring method depends on the component modes used to reduce each subcomponent model. Methods such as Craig-Bampton (CB) have been used extensively to reduce linear finite element models with thousands or even millions of degreesof-freedom (DOF) down orders of magnitude while maintaining acceptable accuracy. A novel reduction method is proposed here for geometrically nonlinear finite element models using the fixed-interface and constraint modes of the linearized system to reduced each subcomponent model. The geometric nonlinearity requires an additional cubic and quadratic polynomial function in the modal equations, and the nonlinear stiffness coefficients are determined by applying a series of static loads and using the finite element code to compute the response. The geometrically nonlinear, reduced modal equations for each subcomponent are then coupled by satisfying compatibility and force equilibrium. This modal substructuring approach is an extension of the Craig-Bampton method and is readily applied to geometrically nonlinear models built directly within commercial finite element packages. The efficiency of this new approach is demonstrated on two example problems, one that couples two geometrically nonlinear beams at a shared rotational degree-offreedom, and another that couples an axial spring element to the axial DOF of a geometrically nonlinear beam. The nonlinear normal modes of the assembled models are compared with those of a truth model to validate the accuracy of the novel modal substructuring approach. 
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I. Introduction
Modal substructuring, or component mode synthesis (CMS), creates a structural dynamic model of a structure by assembling reduced order models of its subcomponents. The kinematics of these low order subcomponents are represented by a small set of component modes, allowing for a significant reduction in the number of coordinates in the equations of motion (EOM). In finite element analysis (FEA), CMS is widely used as a method to assemble large scale models that are too computationally expensive to model in their entirety. One of the most popular CMS methods is the Craig-Bampton (CB) approach [1] , where the equations of motion of a linear FEA model are reduced using a truncated set of fixed-interface modes and constraint modes. This method has proven to be effective at reducing the size of the subcomponent models while still producing a very accurate model of the assembly. This existing method has been exploited for linear systems or for linear substructures joined with nonlinear connecting elements (see, e.g. [2] ). This paper presents a new CMS approach that uses the CB modal basis for finite element models with geometric nonlinearity distributed over the structure. A non-intrusive approach is used so this can be implemented on models that are built within a commercial FEA package.
This work is motivated by the need to design and analyze concept hypersonic aircraft [3, 4] that will experience extreme load environments due to high temperatures and pressures associated with high speed flight. Using current computers, a geometrically nonlinear finite element package can require 24 hours to compute the transient response of a model with 100,000 degrees of freedom (DOF) over 16,000 time steps [5] . For a typical aircraft structure with stiffeners and other design features, it becomes very challenging to simulate more than about one panel. Modeling only a single panel may be insufficient to predict failure since in reality it is connected to other adjacent structures (e.g. panels or structural frames) that may transmit vibration energy into the panel of interest. An assembly of these structures would more accurately capture the boundary conditions between them and could account for interactions with other panels or frames. This interaction can dramatically change the structure's overall response, but the numerical solution methods become far too computationally expensive for practical analysis of these large scale models. To seek to reduce the cost, this work presents a nonlinear modal substructuring approach where a reduced order model (ROM) of each geometrically nonlinear subcomponent is constructed and then the subcomponents are assembled to build a model of the global structure.
A number of non-intrusive, reduced order modeling strategies exist that can generate a reduced order model from a geometrically nonlinear finite element model, as reviewed in [6, 7] . These techniques are referred to as indirect methods because they do not require that the FEA equations of motion be known in closed form. Using the linearized subcomponent modes as a basis, a low order set of nonlinear equations can be formulated in terms of these modal coordinates. These modal equations retain the linear modal mass and stiffness matrices, whose form depends on the subcomponent modes used in the transformation. This linear portion is augmented with a set of nonlinear terms that account for the geometric nonlinearity and nonlinearly couple the modal coordinates. For linear elastic finite element models with quadratic strain-displacement relations, the nonlinear modal restoring force vector is a quadratic and cubic polynomial function of modal displacements. In this work, we compute a Craig-Bampton nonlinear reduced order model (CB-NLROM) for each subcomponent and generate it using the Implicit Condensation and Expansion (ICE) approach [8, 9] , which is an extension of the applied loads procedure in [10] . A series of static forces in the shapes of the CB modes are applied to the full scale FEA model, and the computed static displacements are projected onto the modal basis. A least squares technique, known as the unconstrained approach in [8] , is then used to fit the nonlinear stiffness coefficients that best capture the static responses. Several of these CB-NLROMs can then be assembled by satisfying the compatibility and force equilibrium conditions at the interface, as described in [11, 12] and reviewed below.
Several nonlinear substructuring methods have been developed to predict the dynamics of an assembly based on the dynamics of its subcomponents. In the linear realm, frequency based substructuring is commonly used to predict the frequency response functions of an assembled system. A few works have extended this to nonlinear substructuring using the harmonic balance approach [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Harmonic balance employs averaging to create a nonlinear system of equations that approximate the frequency and amplitude of the fundamental harmonic (and in some cases higher harmonics [16] ) of the steady-state response. These harmonic balance models for each subcomponent are then assembled using an iterative procedure to account for the frequency-amplitude dependence of each part. The other major class of linear substructuring methods are commonly called modal based substructuring. A few works have explored the use of nonlinear normal modes computed from each subcomponent as an amplitude dependent basis for substructuring [19] [20] [21] but a unified methodology has not yet emerged. In the works to date [19] [20] [21] , each subcomponent was reduced to a small modal basis (although each work used a different definition) and the subcomponents were assembled to predict the nonlinear dynamics of the overall structure. Other modal substructuring methods exist where a linear modal basis is projected onto the subcomponent equations of motion via a Galerkin approach, which are then assembled to find the equations of motion of an assembly. For example, many works [2, [22] [23] [24] [25] have subdivided the FEA model into linear subcomponents and reduced them using an appropriate method, then assembled them with discrete nonlinear elements between the connections (e.g. springs with nonlinear stiffness, or contacts elements).
The CB-NLROM work presented in this paper deals with geometric nonlinearities that are distributed throughout all the elements in the subcomponent FEA model. Recently, Wenneker [26] used a basis defined by the CraigBampton and Rubin approach and augmented these with modal derivative vectors in order to account for the effects of geometric nonlinearity. The number of modal derivatives required scales quadratically with the number of component modes used, resulting in a rather large order reduced system. Perez [27] was the first to explore the use of CB modes and a reduced set of constraint modes in conjunction with a non-intrusive reduced order modeling approach. He presented a thorough analysis of a complicated multi-bay frame reducing the linear model from 96,000
to 232 DOF that were a combination of fixed-interface modes and constraint modes reduced using proper orthogonal decomposition. Unfortunately, this model was still 2.6 times larger than an 89 mode ROM that he had created for the assembled system, so nonlinear modal substructuring was not pursued further [27] .
The number of static load cases required to create a NLROM generally scales as N 3.5 for the ICE method [8, 9] or a little more than N 2 for the new method in [5, 27] , where N is the number of basis vectors in the ROM. Hence, if an assembly of two components can be reduced to two substructures each of size N/2, then the computational cost for the ICE method is about one fifth as large. In general, each substructure will require extra modes to accurately model the assembly so the computational savings may be less, but there are still several advantages. For example, if only one of the subcomponents is being redesigned, then one only needs to recompute the ROM for that subcomponent with a substructuring approach. Also, when dealing with each subcomponent individually, it may be much less complicated to select the appropriate modal basis and to determine how large of static loads to apply to obtain an accurate ROM. The CB-NLROM approach developed in this paper uses Implicit Condensation and Expansion (ICE) [9] , which condenses the membrane effects of geometric nonlinearity into the nonlinear stiffness coefficients through the use of applied forces instead of enforced displacements. Additional modes accounting for membrane effects do no need to be explicitly included in the basis using ICE, so fewer modes are typically needed to model the subcomponent compared to the method in [5, 27] .
This paper is outlined as follows. Section II discusses the theory behind the Craig-Bampton nonlinear reduced order models, along with a few considerations needed to create accurate subcomponent models. A review of the procedure to couple two or more subcomponents is also presented in order to obtain the EOM of an assembly. In
Section III, a case study involving two geometrically nonlinear beams with pinned supports demonstrates the nonlinear modal substructuring approach on two elastic subcomponents. The CB-NLROM approach is compared with a previously developed method where each subcomponent is reduced only using its free-interface modes. The nonlinear normal modes of the assembled ROMs are compared with the true NNMs of the full FEA model of the assembly, providing insight into the nonlinear modal convergence of the ROMs [28] [29] [30] .
One important application for these nonlinear modal substructuring techniques is as an efficient means of evaluating the effect of boundary conditions on geometric nonlinearity. Accurate modeling of in-plane forces becomes especially important during the analysis of coupled fluid-thermal-structural interactions [31] as the in-plane resistance to thermal expansions can affect the onset of buckling, causing very different response behavior to oscillating pressure loads. That stiffness is provided by a complicated airframe structure adjacent to the panel of interest, (a structure that may not even be fully designed yet when panel loads are considered), and it is usually simplified. For example, these boundaries are approximated as either pinned or fixed [4] , or with discrete springs to approximately model the compliance of the adjacent airframe. Section IV explores these design issues by demonstrating the CB-NLROM procedure on a structural modification problem where a geometrically nonlinear beam is modified by adding stiffness with an in-plane spring element.
II. Theory
Starting with the equations of motion for a conservative, N-DOF system discretized by the finite element method,   x f NL , captures the interior forces introduced by the geometric nonlinearity and depends on the strain model used to model the large deformations [32, 33] . For the reduction procedure that follows, it is assumed that the FEA model is linear elastic with a quadratic strain-displacement relationship. The N N  linear mass and stiffness matrices, M and K , respectively, are generated using linear finite element analysis, and the external loads are applied through the
A. Craig-Bampton Nonlinear Reduced Order Model
The physical coordinates, x , in Eq. (1) capture the displacements and rotations of each node in the structural model. In order to generate a CB-NLROM, each coordinate is first partitioned into a set of boundary coordinates, b x , and interior coordinates, i
x . The boundary coordinates are the DOF that are either shared with an adjacent structure (also known as the interface), or where an external force is applied (especially if that force is a point load).
The interior DOF are the other remaining coordinates. The nonlinear equations of motion in Eq. (1) are rearranged
To reduce this partitioned system of equations, the Craig-Bampton transformation matrix uses two types of component modes: fixed-interface modes and constraint modes [11] . The transformation matrix with these basis vectors, known collectively as Craig-Bampton modes, is given as,
where ik Φ is the The fixed-interface modes are computed from the substructure when the DOF connecting it to others are completely restrained, thus having zero displacement/rotation at the boundary coordinates. Specifically, these modes are calculated from the linear mass and stiffness matrices partitioned to only the interior DOF as
Typically, only a small number, k N , of these modes must be computed and included in the CB transformation matrix in Eq. (3). In order to account for motion at the interface, these fixed-interface modes are augmented with a set of constraint modes, which are the static deflections that result from a unit displacement applied at each boundary coordinate, and are computed from the linear stiffness matrix as 
T (note that

 
T is the transpose operator). The CB-NLROM of a subcomponent is defined by the low order set of equations,
where
The linear portion is exactly that of the CB reduced order model for any linear subsystem, as done in [1, 11] . For most commercial finite element packages, it is not possible to directly extract the functional form of the nonlinear restoring force,
, in terms of the modal coordinates. However, because the geometric nonlinearity is known to be expressible in terms of quadratic and cubic polynomials for the common large displacement strain models [32, 33] , the same functional form will hold in terms of the modal coordinates [6, 7] . As a result, the nonlinear term in Eq. (6) becomes (9) and each row of the nonlinear function   q θ defines the nonlinear portion of the r th modal equation as
Following the Implicit Condensation and Expansion procedure in [9] , the nonlinear stiffness coefficients r A and 
F is a combination of shapes having a load scale factor, fˆ, defined for each CB mode. The importance of the load scale factor selection is discussed in subsection C, as this dictates the level of nonlinearity exercised in the static response for each component mode. Note that the force vector in Eq. (11) is premultiplied by the partitioned stiffness matrix because this ensures that a force in the shape of a fixed-interface mode at low amplitude (i.e. when the response is practically linear) will only excite that mode due to the orthogonality properties of the linear stiffness matrix (e.g. see Eq. (8)).
A series of these loads are applied to the static form of the full order equations in Eq. (2), and the resulting nonlinear deformation is computed using the static analysis solvers in a commercial FEA package. These displacements are projected onto the CB modal coordinates using the pseudo-inverse,   † , of the CB
x is a response due to an arbitrary force in Eq. (11)). Using a set of applied forces and computed displacements, the nonlinear stiffness coefficients r A and r B are fit from the static form of the modal equations in Eq. (6),
using the unconstrained least squares approach presented in [8] . In the authors' experience, the unconstrained approach produced more accurate results than the constrained least squares approach. (The constrained approach enforces certain relations between the stiffness coefficients in order to preserve symmetry in the nonlinear stiffness matrices.)
Once the CB-NLROM equations have been computed, they are then cast into the form proposed by Nash [34] to facilitate coupling. First, the quadratic and cubic terms in Eq. (10) , where
These vectors are then differentiated with respect to each generalized coordinate in order to produce the quadratic and cubic stiffness matrices as,
The CB-NLROM in Eq. (6) is then rewritten in matrix form with the nonlinear stiffness matrices in Eqs. (15) and (16) as,
It should be noted that any appropriate basis could be chosen for the transformation matrix in Eq. (3) used to reduce the finite element models. This work focuses on the Craig-Bampton modes, but the authors have also used an alternate approach where the basis vectors are the normal vibration modes (i.e. free of constraints at the interface) of the subcomponent [21] . However, for the problems considered here, this free-interface basis exhibits slow convergence (the same is true even for linear substructuring) because it cannot represent forces and moments applied to the interface, or boundary DOF [11] . The next two subsections discuss the selection of the appropriate fixed-interface modes, as well as the load scaling factors fˆ for the static loads used to fit the nonlinear stiffness terms in the CB-NLROMs.
B. Mode Selection
When using CB modes as a reduction basis, the truncated set of fixed-interface modes are typically selected based on the linear natural frequencies computed from Eq. (4). A typical rule of thumb for modal substructuring with linear FEA models is to include fixed-interface modes up to 1.5 to 2.0 times the maximum frequency of interest. It is important to include these modes in order to capture the desired frequency range of the assembled structure, however, further considerations are needed for the geometrically nonlinear case. Bending-membrane coupling must be accounted for during the reduction process, and the softening due to this coupling is implicitly accounted for when identifying the nonlinear stiffness coefficients with the ICE approach. Therefore, membrane type fixed-interface modes do not need to be included in the basis, only the low frequency bending type. The membrane motions are recovered as a post-processing step and are not explicitly included in the basis; this procedure is discussed further in subsection D. When selecting the appropriate bending type fixed-interface modes, it is important to note that the nonlinear restoring force in the modal form,   q θ , essentially couples all the fixedinterface and boundary DOF, making fixed-interface modes outside the desired bandwidth of interest susceptible to excitation. For this reason, additional bending modes outside the 1.5 to 2.0 frequency range may also be needed to fully capture the important dynamics. The results in Section III and IV demonstrate various frequency ranges of fixed-interface modes included in the subcomponent models.
C. Scaling Factors for Multi-Mode Models
The load scaling factors, fˆ, defining the amplitude of the static forces in Eq. (11) 
Hence, the linear static displacement in the r th mode is simply given by the corresponding column of CB T , and the load scale factor r fˆ for each mode is computed as
The maximum,
, operates only over the displacement DOF for the mode of interest, and not rotations.
Following the recommendation in [8] , r w max, is typically selected on the order of one thickness of the structure for low frequency bending modes. The results in Section IV explore the appropriate scaling levels when using a membrane type constraint mode, which can arise for certain applications of interest. This scaling approach is referred to as the constant linear displacement (CLD) method in [29] .
After determining the CLD scaling factors for each CB mode, a reduction of these amplitudes is recommended when applying a static force in a combination of two or three modes. For example, when applying a load in the combination of modes 1 and 2, the scale factors should be reduced by a factor of two such that the loading becomes
Similarly for combinations of three modes, each scale factor should be reduced by a factor of three. This ensures that the applied forces do not exceed desired displacement levels during multi-mode static forces, and contaminate the fit of the nonlinear stiffness coefficients. This is termed the reduction factor (RF) method in [29] and is used throughout the results section.
D. Expansion of Membrane Motions
As stated earlier, the Implicit Condensation and Expansion approach condenses the membrane effects introduced by bending motions into the nonlinear stiffness terms of the CB modal coordinates. The advantage to this is that the membrane type fixed-interface modes do not need to be explicitly included in the basis set, allowing for a lower order ROM. Membrane or axial modes typically have much higher frequencies and require shorter time steps during numerical integration. When recovering the displacements in physical coordinates using the basis in Eq. (3), the modal transformation does not necessarily contain the membrane kinematics that are excited by the bendingmembrane coupling. Hence, those displacements cannot be used to recover accurate stresses and strains as a postprocessing step. Hollkamp and Gordon developed a remedy that allows strains to be computed from the results of an Implicit Condensation ROM by recovering these membrane motions when expanding back to physical coordinates [9] . They estimate a set of membrane basis vectors that account for membrane stretching, and are related to physical deformations as functions of the bending modal coordinates. Each subcomponent model has its own unique set of expanded membrane basis vectors, which are only needed when recovering physical displacements as a postprocessing step.
The derivation of the expanded membrane motions is summarized here. The transformation back to physical coordinates from Eq. (3) can be improved by including a second basis consisting of membrane motions, which can be approximated as 
whereas the entire set of static solutions used to fit the ROM equations can be considered simultaneously by adding columns to the equation above.
The columns of the matrices static X , Q , and P represent the individual static solutions to the load cases to the forces defined by Eq. 
Assuming now that the generalized membrane amplitudes are known, the membrane basis could theoretically be estimated from
Following the approach developed in [9] , a quadratic relationship is assumed between the CB modal coordinates in q and the generalized membranes amplitudes p such that T  2  1  2  1  2  3  2  2  2  1  3  1  2  1  2 
 
The expanded membrane motions can now be estimated using Eqs. (24)- (26) . Once a solution to the differential equations for each CB-NLROM in Eq. (17) has been found, the resulting physical displacements can be expanded as a post-processing procedure using Eq. (21) in order to accurately compute the stress and strain in each finite element. These generalized membrane coordinates are not included explicitly in the nonlinear differential equations, so there is no increase in order size of the system being integrated.
E. Coupling with Craig-Bampton Method
Once the CB-NLROMs are generated and in matrix form, the equations are coupled by satisfying both compatibility and force equilibrium at the interface DOF. Without loss of generality, consider the assembly of two subcomponents, (A) and (B), whose unconstrained equations of motion are combined as 
Notice the reaction forces in Eq. (27) are no longer required as they vanish after premultiplying by T L , as explained in [12, 36] . The differential equations in Eq. (30) give the equations of motion of the assembly of subcomponents (A) and (B) in terms of each CB-NLROM and the connectivity matrix L . These equations can be integrated to predict the free or forced response of the assembled system of geometrically nonlinear subcomponents. The modal convergence of the CB-NLROM subsctructuring method is evaluated in the following two sections on two examples by computing the nonlinear normal modes of the equations of motion in Eq. (30) . The undamped NNM [37, 38] used throughout this work is defined as a not necessarily synchronous periodic response of the undamped nonlinear equations of motion. These are unique solutions to the equations of motion that provide a useful metric to evaluate modal convergence of a ROM that spans a wide range of nonlinear response amplitudes [28] [29] [30] .
III. Coupling Two Elastic Substructures
The modal substructuring approach is demonstrated here by coupling two geometrically nonlinear beams with simple supports; a schematic of this is shown in Fig. 1 . These two beams represent simplified, scaled models of adjacent skin panels on an aircraft that could be used to predict the nonlinear vibrations caused by extreme pressure . The CB-NLROM approach derived in Section II is compared to the coupled NLROMs generated with the free-interface modes, as discussed in [21] .
A. Linear Substructuring Results
The linear models of the 9-inch (229 mm) and 6-inch (152 mm) beams were used to predict the linear normal modes of the total structure (C) using a free-interface modal substructuring approach and a Craig-Bampton substructuring approach. One typically includes modes up to 1.5 to 2.0 times the maximum frequency of interest in the subcomponent ROMs. The linear natural frequencies for the first thirteen modes (all bending) of each subcomponent beam model are given in Table 1 , along with the exact natural frequencies of the full finite element model of the total structure (C). The first 5 modes of the total structure are taken to be the modes of interest, covering a frequency range from 0 to 500 Hz. To be conservative with the target range of 500 Hz, the linear substructuring analysis started by including subcomponent modes (either free-interface or fixed-interface) with frequencies up to 1,000 Hz. Additional cutoff frequencies were considered, namely 2,000 and 4,000 Hz, in order to evaluate the modal convergence as additional modes were included in the basis. This will be especially important for the nonlinear substructuring case since higher frequency modes may become coupled to the lower frequency modes at large response amplitudes. The resulting percent errors of each predicted natural frequency are given in Table 2 for each linear substructuring approach with various subcomponent mode frequencies. The exact frequencies of the FEA model of the total structure (C) are used to compute these errors and are given in the last column of Table 1 . Table 2 . Percent error of the predicted linear natural frequencies of the total structure (C) using subcomponent models that include modes up to 1,000 Hz, 2,000 Hz and 4,000 Hz. When including subcomponent modes up to 1,000 Hz, the free-interface approach found a maximum frequency error of 15 % in the 5 th assembly mode. As expected, this basis was not well suited for this example since the kinematics of the subcomponent do not account for deformation at the rotational interface [11] , and one would need far more free-interface modes before the basis could begin to properly describe this motion. The CB approach with fixed-interface modes up to 1,000 Hz produced a far more accurate assembly model because of the kinematics supplied by the constraint modes, and had a maximum error of 0.30 % for the 7 th assembly mode. As expected, out beyond the frequency range of the CB modal basis the errors become quite large; the error in the 9 th and last predicted mode was 62% (not shown in Table 2 ).
% Error with
Including a higher frequency bandwidth, up to 2,000 Hz and 4,000 Hz, improved the modal predictions with the free-interface approach, however the error was still in excess of 5% for the 5 th mode when including modes up to 4,000 Hz, as compared to 0.0011% for the CB model. These results show that the CB modal basis performs much better than the free-interface modes, as expected for problems with rigid connections at the interface. For problems with softer connections (e.g. through rubber grommets as in the auto industry), the free-interface modes would be expected to perform better.
B. Nonlinear Substructuring Results
The nonlinear modal substructuring approaches with the CB-NLROMs and NLROMs generated with freeinterface modes are demonstrated on the example in Fig. 1 , but now with the geometric nonlinearity included in § Interestingly, because the lengths of the two beams have a ratio 1.5:1, the 4 th mode of the assembly is perfectly described by combining one free-interface mode of each, so its natural frequency is estimated very precisely using this basis.
each subcomponent model such that
The modal convergence of the assembled models was evaluated by comparing its nonlinear normal modes, which were computed from the assembled equations of motion using the pseudo-arclength continuation algorithm in [39] . The NNMs were also computed from the full order finite element model of the total structure (C) using the Applied Modal Force (AMF) algorithm in [40] to provide a truth solution for comparison. Figures 2 and 3 show the frequency-energy plots (FEPs) of the first five NNMs, where the fundamental frequency of the periodic motion is plotted on the vertical axis, and the total conserved energy (kinetic plus potential) is on the horizontal axis. The energy at which the AMF results reach a transverse displacement of one beam thickness is marked for reference in Fig. 2 . As noted in the legend, the substructuring results are shown for three cases: two from assembled CB-NLROMs with fixed-interface modes up to 1,000 Hz and 4,000 Hz, and one with assembled NLROMs that used free-interface modes up to 4,000 Hz. When generating the static loads to fit the nonlinear stiffness coefficients of the ROMs, the best practices in [29] were followed so the CLD scaling factors in Eq. (19) were chosen such that a r w max, was set to 0.25 times the beam thickness, or 7.75·10 -3 inches (0.197 mm), and the reduction factor was used to lower the scale of multi-mode forces. Figure 2 . NNM 1 of the beam assembly using (black circles) AMF on the full FEA model of the total structure (C), (green solid) assembled CB-NLROMs with fixed-interface modes up to 1,000 Hz, (blue dashed) assembled NLROMs with free-interface modes up to 4,000 Hz, and (red dotted) assembled CB-NLROMs with fixed-interface modes up to 4,000 Hz.
The first NNM initiated at the first linear mode solution at low energy, and continued to higher response amplitudes as energy increased. These elevated response amplitudes introduced contributions from the nonlinear restoring force, as indicated by the increase in the fundamental frequency on the vertical axis. This hardening behavior is due to the coupling between the bending and membrane motions, which causes axial stretching when the bending displacements become large enough. Two distinct features were observed in the FEPs of the first NNM in Fig. 2 : the main backbone curve and the tongues emanating from this backbone. The main backbone traced the NNM at the lowest possible energy for a given frequency, and the tongues indicated the presence of a modal interaction with higher order NNMs at a strict integer ratio of oscillating frequencies. There were two modal interactions computed with NNM 1 using the AMF algorithm. For example, the first one initiated around 58 Hz, which started as a 3:1 interaction with NNM 3, meaning that the third mode oscillated at a frequency three times that of the first mode (note that this time response is shown later in Fig. 4 ). As the energy increased along this tongue, another tongue extended from the this one at 68 Hz, resulting in an interaction where the 4 th NNM oscillated at a 5:1 frequency ratio with NNM 1, the 6 th NNM oscillated at a 7:1 ratio, all while the 3 rd NNM still oscillated at the 3:1 ratio.
The main backbone and two modal interactions along NNM 1 were accurately predicted by the two assembled CB-NLROMs with fixed-interface modes up to 1,000 Hz and 4,000 Hz, as seen by the agreement with the AMF results. Increasing the number of modes in the CB-NLROMs did not appear to change the FEP of NNM 1, so either CB-NLROM model could be confidently used. The assembled NLROMs with free-interface modes up to 4,000 Hz also performed quite well, but was not as accurate as the assembled CB-NLROMs. At low energy, there was slight disagreement in frequency, exactly as predicted by the linear substructuring results in the prior subsection. As the energy increased and the backbone started to bend up in frequency, the assembled NLROMs accurately matched the main backbone of NNM 1. However, the tongues emanating from this backbone were not as accurate, and the assembled NLROM model predicted two new modal interactions that were not present with either the AMF algorithm or the CB-NLROMs. Since these interactions are strongly dependent on the accuracy of the higher order NNMs involved, these spurious tongues likely came about because the higher NNMs in the NLROM were not sufficiently accurate. Some of the higher NNMs of the assembly are plotted in Fig. 3 . with the AMF algorithm. Either CB-NLROM seems adequate, although on NNM 5 the lower order model was unable to predict a modal interaction at 425 Hz. Further investigation revealed that this was a 3:1 modal interaction with NNM 9. In Sec. III.A, it was found that the 9 th predicted linear assembly mode was in error of 62 % when using CB modes up to 1,000 Hz, so it makes sense that this modal interaction would be erroneously predicted. Other than that, there was little difference between the assembled CB-NLROM results with the 1,000 Hz and 4,000 Hz bandwidth, suggesting that both would be adequate for response prediction.
Again the assembled NLROMs with free-interface modes were initially in error at low energy but predicted each NNM quite well as the branch bent upwards in frequency. The modal interactions predicted by these models were not as accurate as the assembled CB-NLROMs for NNMs 2 through 5. As noted previously, because the beam lengths had a 1.5:1 ratio, the fourth linear mode of the assembly was estimated perfectly by the free-interface mode basis. Here one also observes that the corresponding 4 th NNM is also estimated very precisely using this same basis.
The fifth NNM is significantly in error even though the NLROMs included linear modes up to 4,000 Hz. These results would be improved with additional free-interface modes in the basis set, but this was not explored in this work as more modes in the basis would increase the number of static loads needed to extract the NLROM from the finite element model [8] .
Here the assembled CB-NLROMs had either 9 or 17 DOF, and needed a total of 296 and 1,940 load cases, respectively, to create them. This equated to approximately 4 minutes and 15 minutes of computational time on a desktop computer with an Intel® Core i7 CPU and 8 GB of RAM. The assembled NLROMs had 16 DOF, which required 1,538 load cases and 10 minutes of CPU time. Directly building an NLROM of the total structure (C) with modes up to 4,000 Hz (equivalent to 17 bending modes) would require a total of 6,018 load cases, or 121 minutes.
Either modal substructuring approach offers a noticeable improvement on the upfront cost needed to build a ROM of the structure, at least for the example studied here. For reference, each NNM curve computed from the FEA model of the total structure (C) using AMF would take anywhere between 2-4 hours on the computer mentioned, whereas computing it from any ROM would take approximately 2-4 minutes.
The accuracy of these two nonlinear substructuring approaches was further evaluated by comparing the time histories at three points on the FEP in this modal interaction very well in comparison to the AMF result, although there was slight disagreement with the frequency and maximum amplitudes predicted by the assembled NLROMs. Even at locations where the FEP seems to be in slight disagreement, the time history of the assembled NLROMs appeared to have good accuracy. Figure 5 compares the maximum deformation shapes of the beam assembly (i.e. when all DOF have zero velocity) for each of the marked solutions in Fig. 2 . The color bar for each deformation shows the log of the in-plane displacement magnitude at each node (note that the in-plane displacements were typically a thousand times smaller than the transverse). For the nonlinear modal substructuring methods, the membrane displacements had to be expanded using the expansion approach reviewed in Section II D for the CB-NLROMs, and the approach in [9] for the assembled NLROMs, since all of the subcomponent modes used to build the ROMs were bending modes. allowing for more accurate modeling of the stresses. A summary of the maximum percent error in the transverse and in-plane displacements is provided in Table 3 . Table 3 . Maximum percent error of in-plane and transverse displacement of solutions in Fig. 5 . The CB-NLROM substructuring approach is capable of producing highly accurate predictions of the NNMs, even when including fixed-interface modes up to only 2.0 times the bandwidth of interest. While the assembled
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NLROMs built with free-interface modes were much less accurate, it also gave quite acceptable results for many of the NNMs over much of the frequency range of interest. In the next section, the CB-NLROM approach is demonstrated on another example where a modifying element was attached to one of the axial DOF of a 9-inch (229 mm) long beam.
IV. Coupling Elastic Substructure to Axial Degree-of-Freedom
The CB-NLROM technique is now demonstrated on a structural modification problem where a linear spring element was coupled to a geometrically nonlinear beam, as shown in The fixed-interface modes for the beam in Fig. 6 were exactly those of the free-interface modes of the 9-inch (229 mm) simply supported beam studied in the previous section; the linear natural frequencies of those modes were given in Table 1 . The bandwidth of interest for the assembly of the nonlinear beam and spring is 500 Hz. Once again, two CB models were created including fixed-interface modes up to 1,000 Hz and 4,000 Hz. Substructuring was then used to assemble these models to the axial spring to obtain a model for the structure of interest. The first three NNMs were then computed from the modified CB-NLROMs and are shown below in Fig. 7 . The CLD scaling factors in Eq. (19) were chosen such that a Hz. The color bar gives the log of the absolute value of in-plane displacement at each node.
The comparison between the two deformation shapes show excellent agreement between each other, both in the bending displacements and the magnitude of the in-plane displacements. The assembled CB-NLROMs again can be used with confidence to accurately predict the strains and stresses of the subcomponents along the NNM branches.
Each CB-NLROM was reduced to 6 DOF and 11 DOF, respectively, for the 1,000 Hz and 4,000 Hz basis, again providing an order of magnitude reduction from the full order model. To create these it was necessary to compute the nonlinear static response to 232 and 1562 load cases, which required about 3 minutes and 14 minutes, respectively, on the quad-core Intel i7 desktop computer used in this work. However, once the ROMs have been created they can be used together with springs of various stiffnesses to very quickly evaluate how the axial boundary condition changes the NNMs or to compute the response of the structure. Hence, one could save many hours of computation by using the substructuring approach to perform design studies, even for this relatively simple structure.
V. Conclusions
This paper presents a nonlinear modal substructuring approach for geometrically nonlinear finite element models based on assembling nonlinear reduced order models for each substructure that are generated with a set of CraigBampton modes. The modal basis of fixed-interface modes and constraint modes are generated from the linearized equations of motion and used to estimate a low order set of nonlinear modal equations of motion. The additional nonlinear terms in the modal model are quadratic and cubic polynomial functions of the modal displacements, and are determined by solving a series of static load problems in the FEA software. Once these subcomponent models have been identified, they can be coupled to adjacent subcomponent models in order to obtain a reduced order model of the full assembly.
The assembled CB-NLROMs were evaluated for accuracy by comparing the nonlinear normal modes to those computed from the full scale assembly built directly in the FEA package. The results on the two examples studied here showed that the CB-NLROM substructure models reproduced the NNMs of interest very well when the basis included modes up to twice the frequency band of interest. For the NLROM method (using free-interface modes), there were still noticeable errors when modes up to 8.0 times the bandwidth were included, but overall the results agreed well with the truth model and may have been adequate for many purposes. For applications with softer connections, the free-interface basis would be expected perform better. One additional advantage of the CB method is that the CB basis can readily include axial kinematics, so one can readily perform design studies to assess the effect of the in-plane stiffness of the mounting structure.
The computational cost of the nonlinear reduced order modeling strategy using static forces grows in proportion to the number of modes in the basis, because many more stiffness coefficients must be determined and hence many more static load permutations. As a result, the CB modes becomes a particularly more attractive and efficient basis when the reduced models are to be coupled to an adjacent structure. One foreseeable pitfall to the CB modal basis is the fact that it could require a very large number of constraint modes to capture the kinematics of a continuous interface with many interface DOF. Since one constraint mode is required for each boundary DOF, this could result in a large number of modes. Several works have shown that the Craig-Bampton modes become ineffective when there are many closely spaced boundary nodes (see, e.g. [41] ), and the number of constraint modes required would make the non-intrusive fitting approach infeasible. To circumvent this potentially crippling cost, the authors have begun to explore the feasibility of using characteristic constraint modes [42] to reduce the number of interface degrees of freedom so that substructures with a continuous interface can be explored [43] .
This work has relied exclusively on the NNMs to judge the quality of the assembled CB-NLROMs. The authors advocate the use of this approach because the NNMs provide a load-independent characterization of the nonlinear model and yet they have been shown to be intimately connected to the response of the structure to various types of loading [28, 30, 37, 44] . For all of the cases studied here, the true NNMs were calculated by the AMF algorithm [40] , but this algorithm becomes quite expensive for large finite element models. Fortunately, the results shown here suggest that the NNMs tend to converge as additional modes are added to the subcomponent basis, so this could be used as a convergence metric rather than a comparison to a truth model.
